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Kimball University 
Kimball University (KU), operated by the Kimball Group, is the definitive source for dimensional data

warehouse education. The KU goal is to provide the highest quality and most practical education consistent with

KU instructors’ books and extensive experience in the dimensional approach. All course content is vendor

neutral. You’ll learn from the best in the business. Quest For Knowledge has partnered with KU for several years

to bring the highly rated KU classes to Europe.
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RALPH KIMBALL

Ralph Kimball, founder of the Kimball Group, has been a

leading visionary in the data warehouse industry since

1982 and is one of today’s most well-known speakers,

consultants, teachers and writers. His books include 

The Data Warehouse Toolkit (Wiley, 1996), The Data

Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit (Wiley, 1998), The Data

Webhouse Toolkit (Wiley, 2000), The Data Warehouse

Toolkit, 2nd Edition (Wiley, 2002), The Data Warehouse

ETL Toolkit (Wiley, 2004) and The Microsoft Data

Warehouse Toolkit (Wiley, 2006). To date Ralph has

written more than 100 articles and columns for

Intelligent Enterprise and its predecessors, winning the

Readers’ Choice Award five years in a row.

After receiving a Ph.D. in 1972 from Stanford in electrical

engineering (specializing in man-machine systems),

Ralph joined the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center

(PARC). At PARC Ralph co-invented the Xerox Star

Workstation, the first commercial product to use mice,

icons and windows. 

Ralph then became vice president of applications at

Metaphor Computer Systems, pioneering decision

support software and services provider. As a hands-on

manager, he developed the Capsule Facility in 1982. The

Capsule was a graphical programming technique which

connected icons together in a logical flow, allowing a very

visual style of programming for non-programmers. The

Capsule was used to build reporting and analysis

applications at Metaphor.

Ralph founded Red Brick Systems in 1986, serving as

CEO until 1992. Red Brick Systems, now owned by IBM,

was known for its lightning fast relational database

optimized for data warehousing. 

In 1992 Ralph founded Ralph Kimball Associates, which

became known as the Kimball Group in 2004. The

Kimball Group is a team of highly experienced data

warehouse design professionals known for their

excellence in consulting, teaching, speaking and writing.

MARGY ROSS

Margy Ross is President of the Kimball Group. She has

focused exclusively on decision support and data

warehousing for more than twenty years, specializing in

program/project strategy, business requirements

analysis, and dimensional modeling. Since helping over

100 large organizations with their data warehouses, she

remains convinced that business acceptance is the true

measure of data warehouse success.

In addition to her consulting activities, Margy teaches the

core Kimball University public classes and on-sites, both

domestically and internationally. She co-authored The

Data Warehouse Toolkit, 2nd Edition and The Data

Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit and regularly writes the Data 

Warehouse Designer column for Intelligent Enterprise.

Before launching the Kimball Group, Margy co-founded

DecisionWorks Consulting, Inc. in 1994 with Bob Becker

and Nancy Rinn. She had previously worked at Metaphor

for ten years in a variety of consulting and management

positions, including responsibility for Metaphor’s

Customer Database Marketing business unit. Margy

began her career with Arthur Andersen (now Accenture)

Consulting. She graduated with a BS in Industrial

Engineering from Northwestern University.
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Course Outline

Dimensional Modeling Primer 
■ Eight simultaneous data warehouse design

challenges 
■ Profound separation of data warehouse

systems 
■ Dimensional modeling as the driver for all

query services 
■ Fundamental roles of dimension tables and

fact tables 
■ Key structures of dimension tables and fact

tables 
■ Application profiles of dimension tables

and fact tables 
■ Starting and finishing dimensional data

warehouse designs 
■ Core vocabulary that will be used during

the remainder of the class 
■ Myths and misconceptions about

dimensional modeling 
■ Role of normalized models

Retail Sales 
■ Core dimensional modeling concepts 
■ The four-step process for designing your

dimensional models 
■ Retail sales ticket class design exercise 
■ Time dimensions accurate to the second 
■ Shopper dimensions with millions of

member 
■ Causal dimensions describing promotions 
■ Snowflaked dimensions and when they

may be permissible 
■ Detailed design for the date dimension 
■ Degenerate dimensions 
■ Surrogate keys and the surrogate key

pipeline 
■ Market basket analysis 

Inventory 
■ Data warehouse bus architecture 
■ Conformed dimensions and facts 
■ Distributed data warehouses 
■ Data warehouses spanning incompatible

technologies 
■ Semi additive facts 
■ Defining and contrasting the three

fundamental types of fact tables 
■ Transaction fact tables 
■ Periodic snapshot fact tables 
■ Accumulating snapshot fact tables 

Procurement 
■ Modeling a value chain 
■ The data warehouse Bus matrix 
■ Partially overlapping conformed

dimensions 
■ Drilling across remote fact tables 
■ Dimension authorities 
■ Fact table providers 
■ Synchronous replication of dimensions 
■ Blended vs. separate transaction table

designs 
■ Slowly changing dimensions, types 1, 2,

and 3 

■ Hybrid type 2/3 dimensions 
■ Multiple alternate realities 
■ Rapidly changing monster dimensions 

Order Management 
■ Dimensional role playing 
■ Header/line-item designs 
■ Multiple currencies and units of measure 
■ Junk dimensions with miscellaneous

transaction indicators 
■ Deciding when to combine or split

dimensions 
■ Invoices in multiple currencies 
■ Allocating shipping charges to the line

item 
■ Real time data warehousing approaches 

Customer Relationship Management 
■ The customer dimension 
■ Customer demographics 
■ Variable amounts of customer information

in a huge dimension 
■ Customer behavior tracking techniques 
■ Analysis of evolving customer cluster labels 
■ Hierarchical customer dimensions,

especially commercial organizations 
■ Address standardization 
■ Managing extremely large, wide customer

dimensions 
■ Unpredictable customer hierarchies 
■ Consolidating customer data from multiple

sources 
■ Avoiding the granularity trap 

Accounting 
■ Modeling a general ledger 
■ Year-to-date facts 
■ Multiple fiscal calendars 
■ The Budget – Commitment – Expenditure

value chain 
■ Consolidated dimensional models

combining data from multiple business
processes

Human Resources Management 
■ Employee dimension table behaving like a

fact table 
■ Precision time stamping of a type 2 slowly

changing dimension 
■ Audit dimensions 
■ Keyword dimensions 
■ Survey questionnaire data 

Financial Services 
■ Heterogeneous products in retail banking

and investment banking 
■ Modeling the complex relationships among

accounts, customers, and households 
■ Administering the Account-to-Customer

bridge table 
■ Correctly weighted reports vs. impact

reports 
■ Value banding reports 

Telecommunications and Utilities 
■ Putting daily call tracking fact tables on a

diet 
■ Geographic location dimensions 
■ Leveraging geographic information

systems 

Transportation 
■ Voyage schemas and their relationship to

networks 
■ Related fact tables at different levels of

granularity 
■ High dimensionality container shipping

schema 
■ Country-specific calendars 
■ Synchronization across multiple time

zones 

Education 
■ The student application pipeline 
■ Three techniques for modeling “what

didn’t happen” 

Health Care 
■ Many valued dimensions: multiple

diagnoses associated with a patient
treatment 

■ Advanced event tracking with multiple
many valued dimensions 

■ Assigning allocation factors in a many
valued dimension 

■ Designs with several many valued
dimensions 

■ Medical lab data: sparse data with many
possible measures 

■ Late arriving fact records and late arriving
dimension records 

Electronic Commerce 
■ The clickstream data source 
■ Cookies, global Ids, and proxies 
■ Describing web pages 
■ Diagnosing web visits 
■ Three levels of clickstream fact tables 

Insurance 
■ Viewing insurance as the combination of

many of the preceding examples 
■ Building the Data Warehouse 
■ High-level overview of data warehouse

lifecycle activities 
■ Rating the dimensional compliance of your

own environment 
■ Present Imperatives and Future Outlook 
■ A preview of what we anticipate data

warehousing will look like in the future
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Course description
Excellence in dimensional modeling remains the keystone of a well designed

data warehouse. Dimensional Modeling in Depth is your opportunity to get

that excellence from the industry’s dimensional modeling leaders, Dr. Ralph

Kimball and Margy Ross.

What you will learn
In this 4-day course you will learn classic dimensional modeling from

beginning to advanced issues. Following the tradition of the Data Warehouse

Toolkit, all the techniques in this course will be motivated by specific industry

situations.

During the course you will briefly “work” in retail, procurement, inventory,

order management, accounting, human resources, customer relationship

management, financial services, telecommunications, transportation,

education, health care, electronic commerce and insurance! 

You will stand back from all these industries and learn how to develop the data

warehouse “bus architecture” which is the basis for building distributed data

warehouse systems. You will learn to discern what is myth and what is real in

dimensional modeling. 

Prerequisites
Students should be

■ Able to name and describe in a few words the main operational systems of his

or her organization.

■ Able to name and describe in a few words the main business concerns of the

end users in his or her organization.

■ Somewhat familiar with basic data modeling concepts such as referential

integrity.

However, the absence of these abilities and familiarity will not keep you from

profiting from the class. 

Registration fee
The registration fee for this 4-day class is €2.895 per person. This includes four

days of instruction, buffet lunch and morning/afternoon snacks, course

materials and a KU Certificate of Completion. Students also receive a copy of

The Data Warehouse Toolkit, 2nd Edition.

Q4K offers the following discounts. Only one discount may be used.

■ 10% Early Bird discount for students registering by the Early Bird cut off date 

(31 January 2007). Payment must be received by the cut off date to receive 

the discount.

■ 10% discount for groups of 3 or more students from the same company

registering for the class at the same time.

Who should attend
This course is designed for data

warehouse architects, data modelers,

DBAs, applications developers and

system designers. It is appropriate for

anyone interested in an A to Z coverage

of dimensional modeling.

Venue
Dimensional Modeling in Depth will

take place in London at the Sofitel

London Gatwick (formerly Le Meridien

London Gatwick). Sofitel London

Gatwick is part of the prestegious Sofitel

brand which boasts 200 hotels in major

cities around the world. Sofitel London

Gatwick combines all the facilities you

would expect from an international

luxury brand with a touch of French “Art

de Vivre”.

Sofitel London Gatwick is the only hotel

directly linked to the North Terminal and

is just a short monorail trip from the

South Terminal. The Gatwick Express

rail link is moments away, connecting

you to central London and all its

attractions. With the excellent motorway

links to the M25 and M23 motorways,

150 parking spaces at the hotel itself and

easy access to central London, Sofitel

London Gatwick is the only hotel for

Gatwick Airport.

Please contact the hotel directly for pricing,

availability and reservations.

Sofitel London Gatwick

North terminal

London Gatwick Airport 

West Sussex 

RH6 0PH

Crawley 

United Kingdom 

T +44 1293 567070 

F +44 1293 555037 

E-mail H6204@accor.com 

Web www.sofitel.com

quest for knowledge
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Organized by 

Quest For Knowledge
Architecting an IT environment that stands the test of time begins
with a sharp vision on the durability of all of its components. Quest
for Knowledge (Q4K) concentrates on education and training on
software and concepts that have a bright future in one of these
interrelated disciplines: Data Warehousing and Business
Intelligence. The Q4K Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
curriculum provides in the most comprehensive education and
training available in the Benelux. With in depth Data Warehouse
courses and a series of product oriented training classes for leading
Business Intelligence solutions, Q4K training provides you with
the best knowledge transfer and a sound foundation to make your
projects successful.

Kimball University
Kimball University (KU), operated by the Kimball Group,
is the definitive source for dimensional data warehouse education.
The KU goal is to provide the highest quality and most practical
education consistent with KU instructors’ books and extensive
experience in the dimensional approach. You’ll learn from the best
in the business. All course content is vendor neutral.

With the support of

Chase International
Chase International, formed in 1989, specialise in database
reporting and analysis tools offering software licensing, training,
consultancy and support. Chase has a very varied client list with
companies from all sectors using the tools we supply and support
for all aspects of reporting and data analysis. With a track record
few, if any, other companies in this field can match, we are intent
on becoming the de facto choice for expertise in data access,
retrieval and presentation and the strategic partners we work with
include both internationally renowned giants of the software
business such as Business Objects, Microsoft and Sybase as well as
emergent companies with advanced technology solutions such as
Analyst Financials, KnowledgeSync, Infosol, iDashboards and 

QlikView. Product recommendation from Chase International
ensures companies have the best reporting tools, along with a long-
term solution to fit present and future organisational
requirements. Installation and implementation are planned with
Chase consultants with support and regular product Health Checks
available. In addition, Chase has developed a range of tools to
enhance reporting tasks. Training and consultancy services are
available from our internal staff of product-accredited and fully
trained professional trainers and consultants. 

Microsoft
Founded in 1975, Microsoft (Nasdaq ‘MSFT’) is the worldwide
leader in software, services and solutions that help people and
businesses realize their full potential. Over the past three decades,
we have expanded our business from the United States into more
than 90 other countries, and we now employ nearly 60,000 people
globally at Microsoft, we’re motivated and inspired every day by
how our customers use our software to find creative solutions to
business problems, develop breakthrough ideas, and stay
connected to what’s most important to them. We run our business
in much the same way, and believe our three core business
divisions offer the greatest potential to serve our customers. They
are the Platform Products and Services Division (including the
Windows Client Group, Server and Tools Group, and Online
Services Group), the Business Division, including the Information
Worker Group and Microsoft Business Solutions Group and the
Entertainment and Devices Division, including the Home and
Entertainment Group and the Mobile and Embedded Devices
Group. We are committed long term to the mission of helping our
customers realize their full potential. Just as we constantly update
and improve our products, we want to continually evolve our
company to be in the best position to accelerate new technologies
as they emerge and to better serve our customers.

Quest For Knowledge

The Netherlands

Hoge Schouw 1H | 4817 BZ Breda

T +31 (0)76 572 21 99 | F + 31 (0)76 572 21 96

Belgium

Uitbreidingstraat 84-3 | 2600 Antwerp

T +32 (0)3 877 93 39 | F + 32 (0)3 877 93 41

Online

www.Q4K.com | info@Q4K.com
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Company Details

Company Name:

Contact Name:

Address:

Postal Code:

City:

Country:

Postal Address:

E-mail:

Phone:

Fax:

Website:

Invoice Address:

VAT Number:

Purchase Order no.:

Student Details

First Name:

Last Name:

Job Title:

Language:  ■■ NL     ■■ FR     ■■ EN

Gender:  ■■ Male     ■■ Female

E-Mail:

Registration Information

Confirmation and Invoicing: upon receipt of your registration our
customer service department will send you a customer information
pack including details of payment and hotel information. Full
payment is due prior to the course start date.
Cancellations and Substitutions: Cancellations must be received in
writing 20 working days prior to the course start date and are subject to
a 20% administration fee. Otherwise the full registration fee remains
due. As an alternative to cancellation you may transfer your place for
the course to a colleague without extra costs, but Quest For Knowledge
has to be informed about this transfer in advance. Quest For
Knowledge reserves the right to cancel any course at anytime without
any liability whatsoever, safe for the refund of the registration fee.

Authorization

Name:

Job Title:

Date:

Signature:

REGISTRATION FORM Register by fax : +31 76 572 21 96

Course Details

Dimensional Modeling in Depth ■ 24-27 April 2007 ■ London, UK ■ € 2895 (excl. VAT)
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